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Youversion bible for mac

YouVersion partnered with OneHope to develop the Bible App for Kids, designing it specifically to engage children with Bible stories at an age-appropriate level. The Bible for Kids app is a free app for Android, Apple and Kindle devices, available in more than 55 languages and is already installed on more than 55 million unique devices worldwide. Tens of
millions of people use the Bible app ™ the Word of God to be part of their daily lives. Download the free app and access bookmarks, notes and reading plans from anywhere. Enjoy hundreds of versions, including audio, all on your mobile device. The Bible app, which is already installed on more than 450 million unique devices worldwide, offers a free Bible
experience for smartphones, tablets and online at Bible.com. Our generous partners offer us a free offer of 2,062 versions of the Bible in 1,372 languages and no advertising. The Interface bible application is available in more than 60 languages, allowing users to: Read the Bible, or make audio versions read the Bible for you. Cultivate your prayer life, you
can stay private with prayer or invite friends. Compare versions to see how different translations of the Bible reflect a particular passage. Easily share bible excerpts on social media, in texts or via email. Create Verse Images, share Bible art, using your photos or our free background images. Add friends who help you experience the Bible in the community.
Discover the church live Events that may be near you. Go to the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. It's hard to stay at the center of God and his words. That's why the free YouVersion Bible app gives you tools to search for god's heart daily: listen to the sound bible, create prayers, study with your friends, explore 2,000+ Bible versions and much more.
Download it now! On more than 400 million devices worldwide, people read, listen, watch and share the free YouVersion Bible App. 2,000+ Bible versions, in 1,300+ languages. Thousands of reading plans in 65+ languages. Add your prayers, verse pictures, accents, bookmarks and public or private notes. Customize the experience of the Bible app. Access
everything when connected, or download certain versions for offline use. Explore the Bible with your closest friends. Share candid conversations about the Bible with a trusted community. Grow up together and share what you discover. MAKE A PRAYER EVERYDAY HABIT* Use prayer cards to keep track of your prayers in the Bible app* Simply organize
prayer lists* Make your prayers private or share with Friends* Celebrate responsible prayer requests with your Bible App FriendsODD BIBLE* Simply choose between thousands of versions of the Bible, 1,300+ language* Over 60 languages, read for your Bible App interface* Read from popular versions such as NIV , NASB, ESV, NKJV, NLT, KJV, Message
and more.* Offline Bibles: Read without network access (available for selected versions)* Listen to the Audio Bible and enjoy skipping, playing, playing and timer. (The Audio Bible is available for selected versions and cannot be downloaded.) CONNECT WITH YOUR FRIENDS* Center your friendships around the Bible in the Bible app* See the stream of
Bible activities showing what you and your friends are warning, tagging and highlighting* Comment to ask questions and enjoy meaningful conversations in the app as you study the Word of God together* Thousands of plans: devotion and plans that guide you through certain topics, parts of the Bible, no u whole Bible for 1 g. (i Bible u 1 i 1 g® Bible)* Watch
and share video clips from Bible Project, movie JESUS, Lumo project, i other* Search the Bible using KeywordsCUSTOMIZE YOUR BIBLE* Themes let you select a color palette for your entire Bible experience* Serse Images turn verses into shareable art* Highlight with custom colors —just like a paper Bible* Bookmark passages : Share, remember, or
follow favorites* Share verses with friends who use social networks, email, or SMS/text* Add notes: Keep them private so you can see them, or post them to share with friends* Cloud sync: Use a free YouVersion account to see all notes, accents, bookmarks, and reading plans on any supported device* Easy Read Personalization: Set up such as fonts,
snipe, i size text, but search for tani u Dark ModeCONNECT WITH YOUVERSION* Contact Support from inside the Bible App* Join the @youversion community on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, TikTok &amp; Pinterest* Catch up on the latest at blog.youversion.com* Access the Bible online at bible.comTransm about the world #1 Bible App i enjoy u Bible i
enjoy u Bible i enjoy the Bible i shoved mylion mie! New 24, 2020 Version 8.22.3 Error fixes and performance improvements Let me just start by saying that the whole team with the Bible app is just amazing! I get email updates about what you do both with the app and in real life all the time, and what you're all doing is amazing. Really spectacular! I would
also like to say that the app has really allowed me to connect more with God with easily accessible plans, dedications, friends and several different versions of the Word right at your fingertips. However, I have a proposal for future updates in the future. Of course, it's just a suggestion, so you might have something else planned or you're doing something else,
and that's absolutely fine. My suggestion is if we could see where we took the message. At the moment, I can't find out where my past notes are, and I think it would be cool if you looked at them again when you read a book, chapter or verse to see how this particular part of the Bible affected us. I think it could be accessible through where we can already point
out, make a picture, make notes, etc. and then next to vers, who has a note, a little icon. Again, it's just a suggestion. You don't have to take it into account. Still, You're all working. Work. Improve both the Bible app and the lives of others are amazing! The app is super awesome, is very accessible (on this note, I even have it on the keyboard), and everyday
affects the lives of those who choose to dive into the Word of God! ❤️ a great app for the Bible! It has the ability to read you holy letters while you read along, which I absolutely LOVE! It has the ability to highlight and compare verses with other translations to try and understand the scriptures more fully. I also like the image creation feature. And I love that
it's been updated so I can design it to match my phone's wallpaper... so you can help me remember the holy worlds better by saving on than my phone wallpaper. The only suggestions I would like to see updated are if you could share links in comments, or at least the ability to copy a link from a comment. You can't copy anything from comments at this time. I
would like to share links with sermons that are used on verses that my friends emphasize or study... I'm sure there are a lot of mistakes and security guards that we should introduce to make sure that no one can share anything inappropriate. As a parent, I like to know that my kids can't click on anything and see anything they shouldn't, so I don't know if the
benefits would outweigh the risks... Even if you could give us the ability to find online image searches that match the faith I'm creating for... if not no big one. I'm just looking in a web browser and I save the pictures and create them after they've been stored on my phone, but I thought it could have made it more flawless. Everything in The All Great App!!! I like
it and use it mostly every day. I downloaded this app for my journey in my search for my faith. I haven't prayed or read the Bible in 17 years. I was once a well-in-person Christian lady who attended church twice every Sunday, on Wednesdays and every time something was happening in the church. There was a personal tragedy, and I walked away from
religion and God. I stepped away from me. Over the last year, I've felt an empty part of me that wanted to. I didn't know what I wanted. When I realized I couldn't inspire others anymore, I hit my knees and that's when I knew what was missing. I started looking for God again and talking to him. I came across this app and it helped me so much! In addition to
the Bible, which I can read or read to me, bible studies are very insighty. I like to be able to choose from the growing list of Bible studies. Everything from depression to marriage and everything in between. I've been touched so many times by daily reviews and notifications. It seems that there's always something that gets in the way when I need it. Like a
message from a friend that says, Hey! I'm right here. Some things are the right time and exactly what I need right now. I like that I can take a verse that moves me and makes a picture. on my phone or share on FB. You can connect with friends and family and contacts who use the app, and you can participate in group Bible studies. I like this app! Developer
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